$2,500 - $4,999
Sophie’s Annual March Madness

$1,000 - $2,499
Anonymous
Sean Kiley

$500 - $999
Anonymous In honor of St. Baldrick’s Foundation
George Javian
xoxo, Nana and Pop

$250 - $499
Tom Keenan In Honor Of Super Soph RLTW

$100 - $249
Anonymous
Anonymous In honor of St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Anthony and Jo Anne Modarelli
Anthony Rossi Jr
Brenden Hickey
Cory Cook
Ed and Joan Kobbe In Memory Of Sophie Rossi
Gary Aiello
George Cuevas
Gramma Nordengren
Joanne and Tony Rossi In Memory Of Our Beautiful dancing girl Sophie Rossi
Kacey Oreal
Kevin Speck In Honor Of Sophie Rossi
Love, Marsha, Justin, Jake and Ava
Monadnock Community Hospital In Memory Of William J. McMahon Sr.
Rebecca & Chuck Nordengren In Memory Of Sweet Sophie Rossi
Robert J Mench
Stephen Barbera Jr In Honor Of Sophie Rossi

Tony and Kallie Rossi In Memory Of Sophie Rossi

$1 - $99
Andrew Conway
Anonymous
Anonymous In honor of St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Balam Sai
Bec the tech | was just thinking about you Sophie , I miss you In Memory Of Sophie Rossi
Charlene Wholley
Daniel Koerner
Daniel Peters
Danielle Hall In Honor Of Super Sophie! Rossi
Donna Gooden In Memory Of William J. McMahon, Sr.
Elias Fakhoury
Happy Birthday Sophie. Love Marsha, Justin and Jake
Joao Magalhaes
Kien Luong In Honor Of Sophie Rossi
Kistler Family
Laura Eagles In Honor Of Sophie Rossi
Lauren Chiarello
Love, Rachael and Lee
Marc Zabal
Mark Morgan
Mary Ellen Knox
Max & E Collier
Max and E Collier
Michael Danahy and Sal Vigliotti in Memory of William J. McMahon, Sr.
Michael LaCorte
Mike Judy WHOLLEY In Honor Of Charise Mae Wholley
mike modafferi
Mike n Judy Wholley In Memory Of Charise Wholley
Patricia Welch In Memory Of Sophie Rossi
Rachael and Lee Gallagher
Richard Solomon In Honor Of William McMahon
Robert Fazio
Super Soph’s Pediatric Cancer Research Fund 2021

$5,000 - $9,999
Anonymous In honor of Anthony’s fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation

$1,000 - $2,499
Anonymous In honor of St. Baldrick’s Foundation
SuperSoph Hero Fund
Robert J Mench
Sean Kiley
Sophie’s 4th Annual March Madness Fundraiser In Honor Of Sophie Rossi

$500 - $999
Adam Lewis
Anonymous
David Gemzik
Happy Birthday Soph! xoxo, Nana & Pop
Hetal Sheth
John & Sandy Gebhardt
Love You Soph! xoxo Pop & Nana
The Meghan E. Moses Charitable Fund in Memory of Sophie Rossi
Thomas Hopp
Tom, Tricia and Conner Grady

$250 - $499
Anthony Rossi Jr
Bill, Allison and Lena Carden
Jeegar Ghodasara In Honor Of Super Soph Rossi
Michael and Laurie Novak
Ryan, Monica, Declan and Niall Barry
Tina Pachon

$100 - $249
Anthony Colavito
Doug Carr
Emily, Eric & Edith
Gramma Nordengren In Memory Of Sophie Rossi

Happy Birthday Soph, Love Marsha, Justin, Jake and Ava DArrigo
Jeff Cook
Jennifer Mooradian
Jesse Green
Joe, Emily and Henry Bonadies
John & Vio Clifford
Kevin Williams
Mary Ellen Knox
Michael Mori
Natalie Fasano In memory of Sophi Rossi
Sean Lewis
Stephanie Bruno
Steven Indelicato In Honor Of
Wish we were lucky to have met you, Sophie! Love, The Van Dykes
With love on your bday Papa and Grammie xoxo, Gramma Nordengren

$1 - $99
Adam Corns
Alissa Cooper Stein
Amy Rosenberg
Brian Coonea
Happy Birthday Sophie, Love and miss you, Rachael, Lee and Ryan
Jon Chelf
Leah Jarkian
Liberty Mutual Foundation
Max and E
Michaela and Brenden Hickey In Memory Of Sophie Rossi
Miss you, Love Rach, Lee and Ryan
RoXXXXXXXXXX...rd Blanchard
Shannon Zappala
Tom Drinkwater
William Chow
xoxo Max and E Collier
Super Soph's Pediatric Cancer Research Fund 2020

$2,500 - $4,999
Anonymous In honor of Super Soph’s Hero Fund at St. Baldrick’s Foundation

$1,000 - $2,499
Happy 7th Birthday to our baby! Love, Mom, Dad, Josephine, Margot, and Charlie
Sean Kiley
Tony Rossi Jr.

$500 - $999
Anthony Rossi Jr
Love You Soph! xoxo Pop & Nana
Meghan E. Moses Charitable Fund In Memory Of Soph Rossi
With Love ... Pop & Nana

$250 - $499
John Masterson
Kacey, Kevin, Jack and Madelyn Oreal In Memory Of Sophie Rossi
Meghan Moses Charitable Fund
Natalie Fasano In memory of Sophi Rossi

$100 - $249
Alex and Christina Lazzaruolo
Anonymous
Anonymous In honor of Judy’s Birthday Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Dean Perdikakis
Diane O’Connor
Ed and Donna Nordengren
Erin Keady
Grainger
Hiliary Speck
J. McLaughlin Georgica Pine
Jaime Renn
Jennifer Owens
Jennifer Truong In Honor Of Sophie Rossi
Karen & Mike Sullivan
Kerry Bennett
Liberty Mutual Foundation
Marsha D’Arrigo
Mary Ellen Knox
Robert J Mench
Ryan, Monica, Declan and Niall Barry
The Wholley Family In Memory Of Sophie Rossi
Tom and Debbie Gagne

$1 - $99
Amy Boddorff
Ashlee and Rachael Collier
Ashley Fizzarotti
Balam Sai
Caity Mooradian
Cassie Bruno
Charlene Wholley
Cindy Smith
Emily McFarland
Fidelity Investments
Fran and Bill Magro
Fred Speck
HAPPY BIRTHDAY XOXO Rachael and Lee In Memory Of Sophie Rossi
Holly Bannon
Jeffrey Freeman
Kaitlin Gallo
Leah Jarkian
Liam Canane
Marguerite Nordengren
Marie Comeau In Memory Of Sophie Rossi
Mary Barnhart
Max & E Collier
Meredith Luebcke In Memory Of Sophie Rossi
Michaela Hickey In Memory Of Sophie Rossi
Michony
New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc.
Nicole Samson
Pat Barberio
Patricia Welch In Memory Of Sophie Rossi
Rachael and Lee Gallagher
Rachael Gallagher In Memory Of Richard Montibianchi

St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Conquer Childhood Cancers
Super Soph's Pediatric Cancer Research Fund 2020

$1 - $99 (continued)
Shelley Chhabra
Stefanie Browne
The Zappala Family
Vanessa Markos
Super Soph's Pediatric Cancer Research Fund 2019

$2,500 - $4,999
Sophie’s 3rd Annual March Madness Fundraiser In Memory Of Sophie Rossi

$500 - $999
Constellation Pharmaceuticals In Honor of Sophie Rossi
Nana & Pop In Memory Of Super Soph’s Birthday! XOXO
Papa & Gaga Rossi In Memory Of Our Beautiful Dancing Girl Soph Who We Miss Everyday.

$100 - $249
Anthony Rossi Jr.
Charlene Wholley In Memory Of John (Yanni) Noukas
Chelsea Anmuth
Cole & Landon Speck In Memory Of Super Sophie Rossi
Evelina & Josephina Dourakis In Memory Of Sophie Rossi
Gary Pugh In Honor of Sophie Rossi
George Javian In Honor of Sophie Rossi
Grandma Nordengren In Memory Of Sophie Rossi
Kacey Oreal
Karen & mike Sullivan
Kevin Speck
Lauran Wenitzky
Nana & Pop In Honor of Gaga & Papa’s Anniversary
Natalie Fasano In Memory of Sophi Rossi
Papa & Gaga
Paul & Cathy Buco
Rich, Kim, Nathan & Emma Wholley
Ryan & Monica Barry In Memory Of Sophie Rossi
Ryan Speck
Sean Kiley
Stephen Sheehan
The Forzese Group
The Marquis Family In Memory Of Sophie Rossi

$1 - $99
Alissa Cooper Stein
Allyson Ring
Aly Lang
Amy Costandi
Amy Mooradian In Memory Of Sophie Rossi
Anne Huertas In Memory Of Edward Nordengren Jr.
Anthony Rossi Jr.
Ashlee & Rachael
Auntie & Tio
Baby-Go-Round In Honor of Sophie Rossi
Becca Cleary
Blair Evansoky In Memory Of Sophie Rossi
Box Bistro In Memory Of Sophie
Caity Mooradian
Carolyn & Bob Horton
Casey Duff
Catherine Mareiro In Honor of Sophie Rossi
Charlee & Lexi
Charlee & Lexi In Memory Of Super Soph
Charlene Wholley In Memory Of Sophie Rossi
Cindy Smith In Honor of Sophie Rossi
Courtney Cutler
Courtney Sadlon & Family
Cuixiang Sun
Danielle Hall
Debbie Johnson
Ed & Donna Nordengren In Memory Of Sophie Rossi Forever in Our Hearts
Erika Darling
Erika Desrosiers
Fred Speck
Heather Vallatini
In Memory Of Gladys Harris
Jaime Renn In Memory Of Sophie Rossi
Jen Truong
Jenna Trovato
Jennifer Mertz
Joan Avellan
Kacey Oreal
Kathy & Rich Barker
Katie Brouder
$1 - $99 (continued)
Kerry Bennett
Kristi Osgood
Kristin Hume
Kristine Goodwin
Liberty Mutual Foundation
Lindsey, Solomon, Finley & Lillian
Love you, Marsha & Rach
Marie Comeau In Honor of Sophie Rossi
Marsha Darrigo
Mary Ellen Knox
Max & E. Collier
Meghan Bonanno
Michael Hickey In Memory Of Shophie Rossi
Mike Wholley In Memory Of Charise Wholley
Nana n Pop
Nancy & Bob Oreal In Memory Of Sophie Rossi
Natalie Fasano In Memory of Sophi Rossi
Nathan Hartwell In Honor of Floating Friends
New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc.
Parker, Haley & Reid -Proceeds From Our Lemonade Stand In Memory Of Jaime Outzen (our Aunt) Sophie Rossi (our Cousin)
Patricia Wholley RN
Patty Welch
Regina Lucero
Rochelle Maiden-Jarmon
Sheila Dowd
Tammy Meister
The Anmuth Family
Valerie Vivat
Super Soph's Pediatric Cancer Research Fund 2018

$2,500 - $4,999
Sophie’S 2nd Annual March Madness Fundraiser In Memory of Sophie Rossi

$500 - $999
George and Miuseyen Keenan
Jesse Green
Meghan E. Moses Charitable Fund In Memory of Soph Rossi
Nana & Pop In Honor of Sophie’s Birthday Xoxo

$250 - $499
Aj Ajudua
Charlee & Lexi Bruno In Memory of Our Hero Sophie!!
Chris & Caroline Verrone
Frank Barone
Ryan and Mary Speck In Memory of Sophie Rossi
Tom Grady
Wheat Newburyport Llc

$100 - $249
Blackrock
Carol Coady
Chris Scarfo
Dean Perdikakis
Fred and Lynette Speck
Gramma Nordengren In Memory of Sophie Rossi
J. McLaughlin Georgica Pine
Justin & Marybeth Loffredo
Kacey, Kevin, Jack and Maddie Oreal In Honor of Sophie Rossi
Kev & Hil Speck In Memory of Sophie Rossi
Lew & Mary Ellen
Lindsay Comeau
Neil and Erin Boland
Orit and Jeff Goldstein
Papa and Gaga Rossi In Memory of Our Beautiful Elf Soph! Rossi
Robert Mench
Ryan Thomas

The Macs
The Wholley Clan & Cookie In Memory of Maria J. Scott
Tony Rossi
Wholley-Lane Family

$1 - $99
Alex Napier
Alice Rose In Honor of Sophie Rossi
Alissa Cooper Stein
Amy Costandi
Andrew Gnoinski
Andriana Nikolova
Anthony Rossi Jr
Ashlee Collier
Ashley Fizzarotti
Auntie and Tío. Love You Soph!
Barb and Matt Bisceglia
Buco Family
Bud Jennings
Caity Mooradian
Cassie Bonnell
Cayetano Family
Celeste Dunn
Charlee & Lexi B - Giving Tuesday!!
Charlee & Lexi B In Memory of Super Soph
Charlee & Lexi Bruno In Memory of Super Sophie!!
Charlee & Lexi For Noah’S Birthday!
Charlene Wholley
Charlotte & Grace Hartwell
Danielle Rhoades
Edward Nordengren III
Emanuela Rybak
Erika Darling
Erin Wholley In Memory of Lauren Licciardi
Everett Cavan
Heather Vallatini
Jack and Avery Osgood
Jahan Henriquez
Jaime Renn In Memory of Sophie Rossi
Jane Molchan
Javier Henriquez
$1 - $99 (continued)
Jeff Cook
Jordan Lobstein
Karen & Mike Sullivan
Karen Savage
Kathleen Barker Rn
Katlyn Knox
Laura Eagles In Honor of Sweet Sophie
Lindsay Comeau
Lindsey, Solomon, Finn and Lillian In Memory of Sophie Rossi
Lydia Liu In Honor of Callie Carney
Marc Silva
Marie Comeau In Honor of Sophie Rossi
Mark and Marie Comeau In Honor of Sophie Rossi
Mark Szemplinski
Marsha Darrigo
Max and E Collier
Max and E Collier - Happy Birthday Sweet Sophie
Michael & Kara Rossi
Michael and Elaine Calvino
Michaela & Brenden Hickey
Mike & Chelsea Anmuth
Mike Wholley In Memory of Charise Wholley
Nancy and Bob Oreal
Natalie Fasano In Memory of Sophi Rossi
Nathalie Krastev
Patricia Welch In Memory of Sophie Rossi
Patricia Wholley Rn
Patrick Shine
Pop and Nana N
Rachael and Lee Gallagher
Rachael Gallagher
Rachael, Marsha and Lee Gallagher
Rebecca Cleary Rn In Memory of Sophie the Elmo Loving Girls Gone Wild Love Bug ??
Rebeccah Horn In Memory of Sophie Rossi
Rick Zangri In Memory of Sophie Rossi
Robert Mullany
Ryann Abrams
Sacha Field
Sage & Sena Brickman
Sarah Brooks
Shannon Zappala
Sheila Dowd
Stephanie Bruno
Sweet Angel Flying High Xoxo Anne Ismael Bianca and Derek In Memory of Sophie Rossi
Tanya Witkum
The Hume Family
The Langs
The Marquis Family In Memory of Sophie Rossi
Thepurebag
Tom Keenan
Tony Rossi
Whitney Weber
Yina and Matthew Brown
Thank You

Super Soph’s Pediatric Cancer Research Fund 2017

$5,000–$4,999
Soph’s friend’s from The 5th Annual Santa Scramble Golf Tournament In Memory Of Sophie Rossi

$2,500–$4,999
Sophie’s March Madness Fundraiser in Memory of Sophie L Rossi

$500–$999
Nana & Pop in Honor of Super Sophie Rossi’s Birthday

$250–$499
Matthew and Natasha Minor in Memory of Sophie Rossi

$100–$249
Anonymous
Beth Ellis - Gift4Giving Program
Bill & Ana
Geary Engineering
In Honor of Pop and Nana’s Anniversary, in Memory of Our Girl.
Jennifer Owens in Memory of Sophie Rossi
Joan Trovato
Karen and Mike Sullivan
Kevin Speck
Lauren and Luke Tulley
Lily S Campbell
Matthew Bishop
Meg Moses in Memory of Soph Rossi
Meghan Moses
Mireille Azzi in Memory of Ms. Sophie Rossi
Mireille Azzi in Memory of Sophie Rossi
Rev. Sue L Thompson
Robert M.
Robert Mench
The Dayton Family
Tony Rossi

$1–$99
Alan Danziger
Alexandra Gordon
Anne Ismael and Bianca Huertas
Anonymous
Anthony Rossi Jr.
Ashlee Collier
Ashley Fizzarotti in Memory of Sophie Rossi
Ashley Greenwood
Auntie and Tio Rossi
Avery and Jack Osgood
Becca Cleary
Caity Mooradian
Cara and Miguel Tehuitzil
Cathy & Paul B. in Memory of Sophie Rossi
Cathy and Paul Buco in Memory of Sophie Rossi
Catie Abbott
Charlee & Lexi
Charlee & Lexi in Memory of Super Soph
Charlee and Lexi
Charlene a Wholley in Honor of Ms. Sophie Rossi
Charlene Wholley in Honor of Phee & Go Rossi
Cohen & Lina Trovato
Colleen Roy
Cristina Sakowich
Danyel Johnson
Dylan & Chase Marquis in Memory of Sophie Rossi
Ed & Donna Nordengren
Eddie Gill
Ella Hanes
Finley & Lillian McCloskey
Hb Soph, Marsha and Rachael
Heather Vallatini
Jane Molchan
Jennifer Truong
Jo Anne Modarelli
Kacey Oreal
Karla Pattavina’s Dance Academy
Kathleen Barker in Honor of Sophie Rossi
$1–$99 (continued)
Katlyn Knox
Kelly Campbell
Krista and Sean Lewis
Lauren Conicella
Lee and Rachael Gallagher
Lisa and Annika Rodriquenz in Honor of Cole Salmi
Lisa Mcgurn
Louie, Kim, and Landon Calouro
Mary Ellen and Lewis Knox
Max and E Collier
Michaela Hickey
Mike and Cassie Bonnell in Honor of Sophie Rossi
Mike Maxwell
Nana and Pop
Ryann Abrams in Honor of Sophie Rossi
Sheila Dowd
Stella and Julian Evanosky
The Freemans
The Marquis Family in Memory of Sophie Rossi
Tom Keenan
Tony Rossi
Veronica M Rochefort
Super Soph's Pediatric Cancer Research Fund 2016

$5,000–$9,999
Proceeds from the 1st Annual Super Soph's Pediatric Cancer Research Fundraiser In Memory Of Sophie L Rossi

$1,000–$2,499
Players At Candia Woods Golf Course

$500–$999
Grammie and Papa in Memory of Sophie L Rossi
Ryan & Megan Thomas
Super Sophie’s Nana & Pop
Textron

$250–$499
Harrison, Parker, Haley & Reid In Memory Of our cousin Sophie Rossi & our Aunt Jaime Outzen
Ms. Meghan E Moses in Memory of Miss Soph Rossi

$100–$249
Adriana Lombardi
Anonymous
Anonymous in Memory of Charise Wholley
Cara Rossi and Miguel Tehuitzil
Caroline, Isabella and JJ Lafauci in Honor of Kallie and Tony Rossi
Charlee and Lexi
Charlee and Lexi Bruno
Charlotte Bruno
Chris, Ashlee and Max
Danielle Lattari
David Bruno in Memory of Sophie Rossi
Ed and Donna Nordengren and Family in Memory of Sophie L Rossi
Grammie and Papa in Memory of Our Beautiful Love, Sophie Lynne Rossi
Happy Birthday Super Soph!! All Our Love, Marsha, Justin and Jake
Happy Birthday, Phee & Go - we love you and your big sister Soph is looking down and smiling at you today! Love, all of your Wenitzky cousins!!
In Honor Of Sophie Rossi
Heather Vallatini
J. Carnes & Son Roofing
Kathleen Whitefield
Kristine and Jeff
Kristine Enes in Memory of Sophie Rossi
Laura Eagles in Honor of Sophie Rossi
Lew & Mary Ellen
Luc Burge in Honor of Sophie Rossi
Meghan & David Kirby in Memory of Miss Sophie Rossi
Mireille Azzi in Memory of Sophie Rossi
Mrs. Jaime Renn
Mrs. Laura Eagles
Mrs. Regina Shirley
Ryan D Curry
Sophie's Little Sisters Josephine and Margot <3 in Memory of Sophie Rossi
The Dayton Family
The Forzese Group
The Hartwell Family
Uttam Jain and Phoebe Putnam

$1–$99
Alissa Cooper
Annemarie Pease
Anonymous
Auntie Cara and Tio Miguel in Memory of Sophie Lynne Rossi
Bec The Tech in Memory of Super Sophie
Blackrock
Bob & Nancy Oreal
Bradley Keller
Bruno Family
Caity
Charlee and Lexi B
$1–$99 (continued)
Christina Deforte
Clayton Wentworth
Dan Koerner
Effie Poulakos Dragon
Frank & Marilyn McCarthy in Memory of
  Ms. Sophie Rossi
Holly Ryan
In Memory of Super Soph On This Giving Tuesday,
  Love Marsha
Jack and Madelyn in Memory of Sophie Rossi
Jonah Schey
Kaddie Vitale
Lauren Chiarello in Memory of Super Soph Rossi
Linda Beauregard
Margot and Josephine Rossi in Memory of Sophie L Rossi
Mary Ellen K.
Mike Galard
Mr. Kien H Luong
Mr. Leland F Gallagher in Memory of
  Mrs. Rosemary a Desmond
Mrs. Cathy Buco in Memory of Sophie Rossi
Mrs. Danielle George in Memory of Sophie Rossi
Mrs. Jaclyn Bubanas
Mrs. Jaime Renn in Memory of Ms. Sophie Rossi
Mrs. Jane Molchan
Mrs. Michelle McCarty
Ms. Lindsay Comeau in Honor of Ms. Ella Levine
Patricia Welch in Memory of Sophie Rossi
Rachael, Lee and Ryan in Memory of Sophie Rossi
Sheila Dowd
Sierra Boardman
Tavares Family
The Osgood Family
The Watters Family in Memory of Sophie Rossi
Whipple Family in Memory of Alexander Whipple
Xoxo Cookie, Phee & Go